
Midterm #1 EconS 527
Wednesday, February 21st, 2018

NAME: ___________________

Instructions. Show all your work clearly and make sure you justify all your answers.

1. Question 1 [10 Points]. Discuss and provide examples of three different sources of intransitivity.

Solution
Sources of intransitivity:

a. Indistinguishable alternatives: When two alternatives are extremely similar we are often unable to
state which of them we prefer. Consider the following example. Take the set of alternatives X to be
the real numbers, e.g., a share of pie.

b. Framing effects: In certain cases intransitivity might be violated because of the way in which alterna-
tives are presented to the individual decision-maker, also referred as “framing effects.”Let us consider
an example where the following holiday packages are shown to Masters students, asking each student:
“Which holiday package do you prefer?”

a. A weekend in Paris for $574 at a four star hotel.
b. A weekend in Paris at the four star hotel for $574.
c. A weekend in Rome at the five star hotel for $612.
Alternatives a and b are, of course, the same. This was indeed detected by most of the students since

they stated to be indifferent between alternatives a and b. Moreover, they strictly preferred alternative b
to c. By transitivity, hence, we should expect that students who gave the previous responses should then
strictly prefer alternative a to c when asked to compare these two options. However, this did not happen.
Indeed, more than 50% of the students responded that they strictly preferred alternative c to a, showing an
intransitive preference relation, merely induced by the way in which the options were presented to them

c. Aggregation of criteria: In some cases several individual preferences must be aggregated into only one.
In these situations we might find that the resulting preference relation violates transitivity. Let us
consider the following example. The set of possible alternatives X contains three universities where
you were admitted. A similar argument can be used for the aggregation of individual preferences in
group decision-making, where every person in the group has a different (transitive) preference relation
but the group preferences (aggregated from these individual preferences in order to have a ranking
of alternatives) are not necessarily transitive. This is the so-called “Condorcet paradox”, extensively
studied in social choice problems.

d. Change in preferences: Changes in the underlying preferences are common in the analysis of goods that
create a strong dependency or that become addictive. For instance, when an individual starts smoking,
his preferences over cigarettes might be: One cigarette<No smoking<Smoking heavily. Hence, accord-
ing to transitivity, he should prefer one cigarette to smoking heavily. However, once this individual
has been smoking for several years, his preferences over cigarettes could have changed to: Smoking
heavily<One cigarette<No smoking. According to this new preference relation, and using transitivity,
we can conclude that now this individual prefers to smoke heavily versus having only one cigarette.
But this conclusion contradicts his past preferences when he started to smoke.

2. Question 2 [15 Points]. Formally define Convexity and Monotonicity and provide the intuition
behind these concepts. How does monotonicity affect the indifference curve? Finally, discuss whether
the following function is monotone or strongly monotone.

u (x1, x2) = min {x1, x2}
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Solution
Convexity. A preference relation satisfies convexity if, for any two bundles x, y ∈ X, x < y implies that

αx+ (1− α)y < y for all α ∈ (0, 1).
Intuitively, the convex combination of bundles x and y is weakly preferred to bundle y alone.
First Interpretation: Convexity can be interpreted as a taste for diversification. An individual with

convex preferences prefers the convex combination of bundles x and y, than either of those bundles alone.
Second Interpretation: convexity can be understood as a diminishing marginal rate of substitution (MRS)

between the two goods, where MRS =
∂u
dx1
∂u
dx2

. Since the MRS describes the additional amount of good 1 that

the consumer
Monotonicity. A preference relation satisfies monotonicity if, for any two bundles x, y ∈ X, (where x 6= y),

xk ≥ yk for all k, implies x < y, and
xk > yk for all k, implies x � y

That is, increasing the amounts of some commodities (without reducing the amount of any other com-
modity) cannot hurt, x < y; and increasing the amounts of all commodities is strictly preferred, x � y.

Under strongly monotonic preference if we increase the amount of only one commodity, the individual is
made better off. Note that this is not necessarily true if this individual’s preferences satisfy monotonicity.
Strong monotonicity (and monotonicity) implies that indifference curves must be negatively sloped. Hence, to
maintain utility level unaffected along all the points on a given indifference curve, an increase in the amount
of one good must be accompanied by a reduction in the amounts of other goods.
The function

u (x1, x2) = min {x1, x2}
The preference relation represented by this utility function satisfies monotonicity since, if we increase all

arguments by a common factor δ > 0, we obtain min{x1 + δ, x2 + δ}, which is larger than min {x1, x2} for
any positive δ. However, it does not satisfy strong monotonicity since, if we increase one argument alone
(for instance, the amount of good 1 consumed), we obtain min {x1 + δ, x2}, which is not necessarily larger
than min {x1, x2}.

3. Question 3 [20 Points]. Let us consider the case of two goods, L = 2. Then, an individual prefers a
bundle x = (x1, x2) to another bundle y = (y1, y2) if and only if it contains more units of both goods
than bundle y, i.e. x1 ≥ y1 and x2 ≥ y2. Informally, he prefers more of everything. Check if this
preference relation satisfies: (1) completeness, (2) transitivity and (3) strong monotonicity. Assume a
bundle equal to (4, 2) and use a graph to support your answer.

Solution
Completeness: First, the upper contour set (UCS) describes the region of bundles that the consumer

prefers to bundle (4, 2). The UCS of bundle (4, 2) thus contains those bundles (x1, x2) with weakly more
than two units of good 1 and weakly more than one unit of good 1, that is

UCS(4, 2) = {(x1, x2) % (4, 2)⇔ x1 ≥ 4 and x2 ≥ 2}
as depicted in the shaded region of figure 1 labeled UCS, which lies to the northeast (4, 2).
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In contrast, the bundles in the lower contour set of bundle (4, 2), whereby the consumer is better off with
bundle (4, 2), contain fewer units of both goods, that is,

LCS(4, 2) = {(4, 2) % (x1, x2)⇔ x1 ≤ 4 and x2 ≤ 2

The lower contour set (LCS) is therefore illustrated by those points to the southwest of (4, 2); as depicted
in figure 1.
Finally, the indifference set, IND (4, 2), which comprises those bundles (x1, x2) for which the consumer

is indifferent between (4, 2) and (x1, x2), is empty, since there are no regions for which the upper contour set
and the lower contour set overlap.
Hence, it is not complete, since completeness requires for every pair x and y, either x % y or y % x (or

both).
Transitivity: It is transitive, since transitivity requires that, for any three bundles x, y and z, if x % y

and y % z then x % z. Now x %y and y % z means that x ≥ y and y ≥ z.
In vector notation, this means that bundle x is weakly larger than y in every component. Similarly,

bundle y is weakly larger than bundle z in every component. Hence,
x ≥ y and y ≥ z, which implies that x1 ≥ y1 and y1 ≥ z1 for every good l.
Strong monotonicity: It is strongly monotone. The property of strong monotonicity requires that if we

increase one of the goods in a given bundle, then the newly created bundle must be strictly preferred to the
original bundle. More compactly, for a given bundle y, if bundle x satisfies

x ≥ y and x 6= y then x � y

In words, bundle x being weakly larger than y in all components (but being strictly larger in at least
one component, since they cannot completely coincide) implies that bundle x is weakly preferred to y, and
it can never be that bundle y is weakly preferred to bundle x. We can therefore conclude that x is strictly
preferred to y, x � y , as required.

4. Question 4 [20 Points]. Consider a consumer with CES utility function:

u (x1, x2) = [x
ρ
1 + x

ρ
2]

1
ρ

where coeffi cient ρ satisfy ρ 6= 0 and ρ ≤ 1.

(a) Find the Walrasian demands of this consumer.

• The Lagragian in this individual’s UMP is

L(x1, x2;λ) = [xρ1 + x
ρ
2]

1
ρ + λ [w − p1x1 − p2x2]

Taking first order conditions yields

∂L
∂x1

= [xρ1 + x
ρ
2]

1−ρ
ρ xρ−11 − λp1 = 0

∂L
∂x2

= [xρ1 + x
ρ
2]

1−ρ
ρ xρ−12 − λp2 = 0

∂L
∂λ

= w − p1x1 − p2x2 = 0

Rearranging the first two equalities, we obtain

x2 = x1

(
p2
p1

) 1
ρ−1

.

Plugging this result into the budget constraint, we obtain

p1x1 − p2

[
x1

(
p2
p1

) 1
ρ−1
]
= w
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and solving for x1, we find the Walrasian demand for good 1,

x1(p, w) =
w · p

1
ρ−1
1

p
ρ
ρ−1
1 + p

ρ
ρ−1
2

For compactness, this demand can be expressed as x1(p, w) =
w·pr−11

pr1+p
r
2
where r ≡ ρ

ρ−1 . We can

finally plug x1(p, w) into x2 = x1

(
p2
p1

)r
in order to find the Walrasian demand of good 2,

x2(p, w) =
w · pr−12

pr1 + p
r
2

(b) What is the Walrasian demand of any good i = {1, 2} when parameter ρ→ 0?

• When ρ → 0 (the consumer’s preferences can be represented with a Cobb-Douglas utility
function) parameter r also approaches zero. In this setting, his Walrasian demand for good

i, xi(p, w) =
w·pr−1i

pri+p
r
j
, becomes

lim
ρ→0

xi(p, w) =
w · p−1i
1 + 1

=
w

2pi

which exactly coincides with the Walrasian demand of a consumer with Cobb-Douglas utility
function u(x1, x2) = xα1x

α
2 for any α > 0.

5. Question 5 [20 Points]. Luis has a monthly income of $80. He spends his money sending text
messages (measured in minutes) at a price px and on other composite good y, whose price has been
normalized to one, i.e., py = $1. His mobile phone company offers him two plans: Plan A, in which he
pays no monthly fee and sends text messages for $0.25 per minute; or Plan B, in which he pays a $40
monthly fee and benefits from cheaper text messages at $0.10 per minute.

Solution

2. a. Depict Luis’s budget constraint under each of the two plans, with the number of phone calls (good
x) in the horizontal axis and the composite good (good y) in the vertical axis.

Let x denote the number of texts, and y denote spending on other goods. The expression of the budget
line under Plan A, BLA is 0.25x + y = 80, or y = 80 − 0.25x, as depicted in the solid line of figure that
originates at y = 80 and which crosses the horizontal axis at x = 320. Under Plan B, Luis budget line, BLB ,
is 0.1x+y = 40, or y = 40−0.1x, as illustrated in figure 2.11 by the dashed line that originates at y = 40 and
crosses the horizontal axis at x = 400. These two budget lines intersect each other at 0.25x+(40−0.1x) = 80,
i.e., x = 266.67. Hence,

y = 40− 0.1x = 40− (0.1× 266.67) = 13.33
Therefore, BLA and BLB intersect at bundle (266.67, 13.33).

400
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Figure 2.11. Checking WARP

3. b. If Luis mentions that Plan A is better for him, what is the set of baskets he may purchase if his
behavior is consistent with the WARP?

• According to WARP, if the consumption bundle under new prices and wealth was affordable
under the original prices and wealth, p ·x(p′, w′) ≤ w, then the bundle selected under the old
prices and wealth cannot be affordable under the new prices and wealth, i.e., p′ ·x(p, w) ≤ w′.

• In this context, where the consumer moves from facing budget line BLB to BLA, WARP
states that, if the consumption bundle under BLB , x(p′, w′), is affordable under BLA, it
must lie on segment KJ in figure 2.11, i.e., this is equivalent to the premise of WARP,
p · x(p′, w′) ≤ w. Hence, the bundle selected when facing budget line BLA, x(p, w), must be
unaffordable under BLB ; that is, x(p, w) must lie on segment LJ of budget line BLA. Notice
that bundles in segment JM are instead affordable under BLB , thus violating WARP.

6. Question 6 [15 Points]. An individual can choose among N different goods. Using Shepard’s lemma
show that for any two goods: milk (m) and cereals (c), the price elasticity of the individual’s Hicksian
demands

εhm,pc ≡
∂hm(p, u)

∂pm
× pm
hm(p, u)

must satisfy εhm,pmεhc,pc ≥ εhm,pcεhc,pm .

Solution
From Shepard’s lemma

∂e(p, u)

∂pi
= hi(p, u)

Differentiating both sides with respect to pj

∂2e(p, u)

∂pi∂pj
=
hi(p, u)

∂pj

Since the expenditure function is convex in prices, the Hessian matrix ∂2e(p,u)
∂pi∂pj

must be positive semi-
definite. That is, its determinant is weakly positive.∣∣∣∣∣

∂2e(p,u)
∂pi∂pi

∂2e(p,u)
∂pj∂pi

∂2e(p,u)
∂pi∂pj

∂2e(p,u)
∂pj∂pj

∣∣∣∣∣ = ∂2e(p, u)

∂pi∂pi

∂2e(p, u)

∂pj∂pj
− ∂2e(p, u)

∂pj∂pi

∂2e(p, u)

∂pi∂pj
≥ 0

which can be expressed as follows

hi(p, u)

∂pi

hj(p, u)

∂pj
≥ hi(p, u)

∂pj

hj(p, u)

∂pi

Finally, multiplying by pi
hi(p,u)

and pj
hj(p,u)

in both sides

hi(p, u)

∂pi

pi
hi(p, u)

× hj(p, u)

∂pj

pj
hj(p, u)

≥ hi(p, u)

∂pj

pj
hi(p, u)

× hj(p, u)

∂pi

pi
hj(p, u)

which can be rewritten as
εhm,pmεhc,pc ≥ εhm,pcεhc,pm

GOOD LUCK!
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